
By the Numbers 
 
after reading three poems by Giovanni Singleton 
__________________________________________ 
 
When I saw the three poems  
made only of call numbers  
I knew what they meant  
with that cross  
I understood the flag I could read  
the blank page that mourned the books  
that don’t have  
numbers that  
aren’t even lost in the Library of Congress 
pushed off the margins into . . .  
 
It’s not a black thing it is  
memory  
and loss it is  
loss of memory it is  
memory of loss it is  
blankness  
that peculiar whiteness  
of being black without a name 
 
when the skinheads jumped my son  
as he walked home from school  
they didn’t mean him any harm  
they had never heard his name  
they didn’t even see him  
 
he could have been anybody  
black  
 
when the cops stopped my son  
around the corner from our house  
they made him get out of the car 
sit on the ground  
with his hands behind his head  
and eighteen years of love and shielding  
couldn’t protect him  
from that blankness  
that odd invisibility  
as they checked the license numbers  
the plate numbers  
the registration numbers  



the warrants and their numbers  
before they let him go  
 
I could make a cross of those numbers  
to mark the spot I could make  
a flag of those numbers to wave  
above the spot  
just around the corner  
near my house  
on the street  
just off the thoroughfare  
between Jack-in-the-Box  
and the KFC  
next to a black phone poll  
under the high wires  
at about one o’clock in the morning  
when all my years of caring  
counted for nothing at all  
and my son had no name  
 
There is nothing in that place  
now no memorial to where  
he discovered he was not a child  
and I was not his father  
both of us pushed into that queer  
emptiness filled with numbers  
nothing  
I would rather  
even a blank page  
over that  
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